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The employer assessed the new employee through his application form. 'Assessed' means…………. .

hired recruited evaluated employed

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A company may store information about each employee in a single…………. . 

record opponent foreman naive

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She got one of her…………..to do the work; and he accomplished the work completely.

assists assisting assistant assistants

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

During late 1930s, J. Robert Oppenheimer taught……...……at the university of California at Berkley.

physics commerce accounting management

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His experience is an example of one of the most fascinating phenomena in administration.

'Fascinating' means……….. .

boring usual interesting insignificant

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who has the right to vote in a constituency is called a(n)…………… .

advertiser constituent journalist clerk

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She thinks she is a……………in her life. She could not pass her exam last week.

full success successfully failure

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A supervisor is a manager whose subordinates don't ………...… anyone else.

follow manage accept subordinate

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A well crafted message, whether it is visual, verbal, or written, is an effective message only when

the meaning assigned to it by the receiver is similar to the meaning intended by its…………….. . 

employee parents creator friends

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Instructional communication occurs quite commonly between peers, as well as between

supervisors and………… .

subordinates bosses chiefs heads 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Saul Alinsky, when you …….....…, you should be able to communicate to your people. 

know nothing don't know anything

know nobody know something

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The legal age of driving is 18 in some countries. 'Legal' means based on the………… .

law custom opinions tradition

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She should…………..her rights as a citizen.

exercises exercise exercised to exercise

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…....……officials are those officials of secondary rank or importance, especially in relation to others

of the same class or kind.

Petty pity Pretty painful

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Politics can also serve as a positive resource to enhance administrative decision-making and

results. 'Enhance' means………. .

omit decline decrease increase

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The decision structures in force, often rules that allocated legal authority, and resources

available……......….decision outcomes in particular contexts.  

ignore destroy determine postpone

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The type of validity which is evaluated by investigating what psychological qualities a test

measures, i.e., by demonstrating that certain explanatory constructs account to some degree for

performance on the test is called………......validity.

content confusion concurrent construct 

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A standard against which a judgment, evaluation or classification can be made is called……..……. .

event criterion instance happening

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A method of research that deals with the amounts of things and that involves the measurement of

amount is called……..…method.

qualitative quantitative  constructive instrumental

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The…………….coefficient is a statistic which expresses the degree of relationship between two sets

of test scores or other variables. 

correction collection correlation consideration

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The scientific method is the mechanism by which poorly conceived or executed research is denied

legitimacy. 'Which' refers to………. .

the mechanism legitimacy poorly research

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Among the first victims of purge of "academic" research methods from "applied" social science are

the questions of reliability and………....…of measurement.

valid validly validity invalidity 

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The ……...........….of the correlation between the predicted and observed scores is the indicator of

the presence of validity.

strong strength strengthen strengthened

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The capital is the amount of money actually paid by shareholders for a share issue. 'Capital' here

means………. .  

�����ت�����ت�����ت�����ت �ر����ر����ر����ر��� �ود�ود�ود�ود �رر�رر�رر�رر

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Situational differences requiring different leadership styles do not just concern matters of

hierarchical level. 'hierarchical level' means……….. . 

����ن����ن����ن����ن    �ط��ط��ط��ط� ������������    �ط��ط��ط��ط� طلوبطلوبطلوبطلوب    �ط��ط��ط��ط� را���را���را���را���    �ل�ل��ل�ل��ل�ل��ل�ل�    �ط��ط��ط��ط�

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Leadership and qualities it demands have puzzled and perplexed many an administrative theorist

over the course of the time. 'Leadership' means…………. .

ره�ريره�ريره�ريره�ري اط��تاط��تاط��تاط��ت ���وت���وت���وت���وت �ر���ري�ر���ري�ر���ري�ر���ري 

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Of several available methods, the use of administrative law promises the most rigor and

intellectual excitement. 'Administrative law' means………… . 

�����������������ره� ��ره� ��ره� ��ره� �    د�ر�تد�ر�تد�ر�تد�ر�ت ��ص���ص���ص���ص�     ادارياداريادارياداري    ح"وقح"وقح"وقح"وق ورو%�ورو%�ورو%�ورو%�    $درت$درت$درت$درت  

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His loyalty to his boss was never in doubt. 'Loyalty' means…………. .

��������    ����و��داريو��داريو��داريو��داري و����و����و����و ت�&�ت�&�ت�&�ت�&� �صوت�صوت�صوت�صوت

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He contributed money to political causes that seemed to meet his ideals, and he enjoyed a

reasonable amount of social life. 'Social life' means……….. .

�ره� ��ره� ��ره� ��ره� �    �'�وت�'�وت�'�وت�'�وت ا(����ا(����ا(����ا(����    ز�د �ز�د �ز�د �ز�د � ا$�ص�ديا$�ص�ديا$�ص�ديا$�ص�دي    �ره�گ�ره�گ�ره�گ�ره�گ �"را�"را�"را�"را    ا(��عا(��عا(��عا(��ع

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational communication controls by allowing management to clarify duties. 'Organizational

communication' means……… .

�صوص��صوص��صوص��صوص�    ��ز�ن��ز�ن��ز�ن��ز�ن دول��دول��دول��دول��    ��ز�ن��ز�ن��ز�ن��ز�ن ��ز�����ز�����ز�����ز���    ار���طار���طار���طار���ط ��ز�����ز�����ز�����ز���    ���د���د���د���د

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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